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Dear Ms. Bladey:

The purpose of this letter, and its attachment, is to provide industry comments on the subject document.
The industry appreciates the NRC's willingness to engage in discussion on the concept of a risk management
regulatory framework, both by issuing this white paper for public comment, and by holding a public meeting
to facilitate discussion. The industry further appreciates the NRC's commitment to advance the use of risk
information in the regulatory process, and supports measured and deliberate approaches to do so in the
interest of protecting public health and safety.

Based on a review of the white paper and participation in the January 30, 2014 public meeting, on behalf of
its members, the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI)' offers both general and specific comments for NRC's
consideration. In summary, although the industry supports the concept of reaffirming the Probabilistic Risk
Assessment (PRA) Policy Statement and stands behind the value of the use of risk information in the
regulatory process, the industry does not support the concept of a risk management regulatory framework
policy statement as outlined in the current draft white paper. Notable concerns with the white paper, as
currently written, are as follows:

'The Nudear Energy Institute (NEI) is the organization responsible for establishing unified industry policy on matters affecting the nuclear
energy industry, including the regulatory aspects of generic operational and technical issues. NEI's members include all entities licensed to
operate commercial nuclear power plants in the United States, nuclear plant designers, major architect/engineering firms, fuel cycle facilities,
nuclear materials licensees, and other organizations and entities involved in the nudear energy industry.
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* The draft policy statement presented in the white paper states that it would replace the existing
1995 PRA Policy Statement. The industry opposes replacement of the policy statement, given the
importance to many existing applications, programs, and initiatives. Any policy-level activity should
instead be reflected in an update and reaffirmation of the PRA Policy Statement, incorporating the
risk management regulatory framework concepts.

* Further, since there are still misunderstandings associated with the existing PRA Policy Statement,
any update to the policy statement needs to address how the current cultural barriers to a realistic,
best-estimate approach to risk-assessment will be addressed and overcome.

" NRC and industry have acknowledged the need for and taken steps to identify and address the
cumulative impact of regulatory initiatives on the commercial nuclear industry. It is not clear that, in
the context of other regulatory initiatives, that work on the risk management regulatory framework
policy statement warrants continued expenditure of NRC or industry resources unless the risk
management regulatory framework serves to subsume or replace other individual initiatives. A more
effective use of resources would be to pursue an integrated risk-informed decision making process
by developing guidance on how to address key issues, such has handling uncertainty in the
evaluation of risk in a manner consistent with the current PRA policy statement.

" Should the NRC elect to continue to pursue this effort despite the limited resources available, it is
imperative that the staff provide the Commission with a strong regulatory basis, resource estimates,
associated timelines and milestones, and a clear vision of the desired outcome from a new policy
statement. This should include a discussion of the other initiatives that can be subsumed or
eliminated as a result of the safety benefits that will result from the risk management regulatory
framework.

* The current draft policy statement contains a level of detail that is inappropriate for an overarching
policy statement. Such language would best be incorporated into NRC Office-specific implementing
program guidance so that terms such as "high hazard", "low level of radiation" , or "small amounts of
radioactive material" used in Section D. can be defined based on the regulated activity.

* The industry has previously stated that a defense-in-depth policy statement is unnecessary, and a
detailed discussion on defense-in-depth is not appropriate for inclusion in this proposed policy
statement. However, the industry is encouraged by the NRC's focus on defense-in-depth in
reference to preventing core damage, preventing release given core damage, and minimizing worker
and public consequences given a release. Industry agrees that improved clarity with respect to the
definition of defense-in-depth as referred to in this concept, , would be beneficial to the
advancement of risk-informed regulation, and is preparing a white paper on the topic to share with
the NRC. An overview of the content of this defense-in-depth white paper is provided in the detailed
comments in the attachment to this letter.
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* While the draft white paper discusses several topics at a level of detail inappropriate for a policy
statement, it is silent on several key issues that need to be resolved prior to pursuit of a risk
management regulatory framework. Specifically, the role of the risk management regulatory
framework in addressing beyond design basis events and severe accident requirements is not
discussed.

* Although the paper does briefly address the issue of PRA realism, more emphasis is needed to
reinforce the importance of the use of realistic PRAs in regulatory applications. Recently, difficulty
with regulatory acceptance and use of realism in PRAs has been a major impediment to widespread
support for risk-informed regulation, and addressing this issue is vital to the success of any risk
management regulatory framework efforts. NEI's December 19, 2013 letter to the Commission on
risk-informed regulation discusses the issue of realism in more detail, and should be considered in
any future work pursued regarding a risk management regulatory framework. With respect to PRA
scope, the draft white paper notes that reactor licensees would be expected to develop site-specific
PRAs. It is unclear what the benefit of this requirement would be, as every licensee currently
operating a power reactor maintains a PRA despite the lack of regulatory requirement to do so.
Further, if the expectation is for a full-scope PRA, rather than a PRA that covers the most relevant
modes and initiators, licensees will be forced to develop new models with no clear regulatory
application, which would be a substantial burden without a clear safety benefit.

" It should be noted that since 2000, 10 CFR Part 70 has required the conduct of an Integrated Safety
Analyses (ISA) which is a design and safety analysis methodology unique to each fuel cycle facility;
it is not a PRA technique. The ISA demonstrates and assures that appropriate safety controls are in
place to meet performance objectives. Based on the Part 70 deliberative rulemaking process and
years of NRC and industry experience with ISAs, any decision on the use of PRAs in any phase of
safety management at fuel cycle facilities needs to be based on a safety concern and cost-benefit
analysis, and must articulate and justify anticipated safety improvements rather than relying on a
mere technical preference.

" Finally, the Federal Register Notice and staff slides used during the January public meeting
contained different exhaustive sets of questions for stakeholder consideration and response. This
was a source of unnecessary confusion and placed individuals not in attendance at a disadvantage in
providing input to the NRC on this matter. Most questions were premature or at a level of detail best
left for future, well-coordinated and orchestrated public meetings or workshops that would be held
with representatives of specific categories of licensees. Should the Commission direct the staff to
proceed with developing a new policy statement, industry suggests that the agency follow a process
modeled after the Safety Culture Policy Statement initiative. More specifically, NRC engaged a wide
variety of stakeholders to participate in the process, held several productive and well organized
public workshops and meetings, and incorporated stakeholder input into both a proposed and final
policy statement that met the agency's goal and intent.
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NEI looks forward to continuing to engage with the staff on the topic of risk-informed regulation, and
appreciates the staff's commitment to the process. However, we maintain that other key industry and NRC
initiatives are of higher priority and benefit and suggest that further work on a risk management regulatory
framework policy statement be abandoned at this time.

Should you have any questions regarding the above comments or the detailed comments in the attachment,
please feel free to contact me.

Sincerely,

Victoria K. Anderson

Attachment

c: Ms. Mary T. Drouin, RES/DRA/PRB, NRC
Mr. Brian T. Wagner, RES/DRA/PRB, NRC
Mr. Richard F. Dudley, Jr., NRR/DPR/PRB, NRC
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ATTACHMENT

Detailed Comments on Draft White Paper on a Conceptual Example of a Proposed Risk
Management Regulatory Framework Policy Statement

The white paper contains an extensive discussion on defense-in-depth (DID), which is at a level of
detail not appropriate for a draft policy statement. The industry suggests that DID clarity be
provided in a separate document, and intends to support development of such a document by
sharing a white paper on DID with the NRC in the near future. The major points of this white paper
are as follows:

o Recognize the fundamental nature of the DID philosophy in all aspects of the regulatory
process, and that it therefore does not need to be reaffirmed in a policy statement

o Using a hierarchical approach, distinguish between the fundamental principles of DID and
approaches to its implementation

o Expand the Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) Policy Statement to, along with other
updates, more completely reflect how realistic PRAs can be used to inform the
implementation of DID by:

" Providing an integrated view of the scenarios for which there are vulnerabilities in
the implementation of DID.

" Prioritizing those scenarios by their significance on the basis of frequencies of the
scenarios to the extent possible given the recognized uncertainties and limitations of
PRA methodology.

" Rationalizing the role of safety margins in the context of risk insights and DID.

o Develop a practical, traceable framework for an integrated decision-making process that
clarifies the role of PRA based upon a realistic assessment of its strengths and limitations for
the decision being made, including:

" Identifying where sources of uncertainty impact our characterization of plant
response and how they impact the computed risk metrics.

" Averting the use of conservative assumptions in PRAs that will obscure insights and
drive unnecessary enhancements that are not cost effective.

" Expanding the role of expert panels for integrated decision-making, especially when
the uncertainties are important to decision-making.

Realism in risk assessment needs to account for realistic operator actions in response to postulated
events. For example, the well-trained nuclear industry operating staff is highly knowledgeable and
capable of determining appropriate responses to upset conditions without necessarily having
exhaustive, prescriptive pre-existing procedural guidance to respond to every possible variation of
the upset condition. This is particularly the case for shutdown conditions, where the response time
requirements can be significantly less challenging due to lower decay heat levels during outage
conditions.



While it is necessary to account for the full scope of risks, it needs to be recognized that there is a
difference in maturity level, conservatism, and uncertainty associated with various PRA models. For
example, it needs to be recognized that there are greater uncertainties associated with natural
phenomena, such as seismic events, than there are with an internal events risk assessment, in that
the additional physical phenomenon associated with external events add to the uncertainty
associated with internal events. It is important when addressing aggregate risk to maintain a
realistic risk assessment; that is, to not add conservative bias to certain risk contributors that
overestimate, on a best estimate basis, their contribution to risk. Rather, means to address
uncertainty and ensure that there is adequate DID should be developed and identified, to be used in
conjunction with a realistic best estimate PRA to assess risk and ensure adequate safety in a robust
manner.

* Any further work with respect to a risk management regulatory framework needs to consider the
costs involved in mitigation of risk. Insights obtained from PRA that identify risk reduction need to
consider the fact that industry resources are limited, and there is a societal loss opportunity
associated with a disproportionate diversion of funds for marginal decreases in risk. The costs
associated with risk management measures and DID measures need to be considered to ensure that
the associated decreases in risk are commensurate with the effort and cost to achieve them.

* Commitment to a Risk-Informed Regulatory Framework needs to be embraced by the NRC as a
whole and in a holistic manner. For example, requirements for instrument uncertainty assumptions
in License Basis Event analyses need not be as rigorous in the performance of Chapter 15 accident
analyses or Chapter 6 containment analyses as in instrument setpoint methodology, as the challenge
to risk in this example is much greater if the instrument fails to actuate than if there is some slight
variance in input condition values for the performance of the analysis.

* Section I.B, paragraph 8: "In cases where uncertainties are not so easily quantifiable, additional
margin may be needed." Industry disagrees that additional margin may be the appropriate option
for all activities. In some cases, additional assessments, evaluations or analyses is the appropriate
tool to address uncertainty.

* Section III, last sentence: During the meeting, staff proposed that "potential" be added before
"hazard." Such word choices are ambiguous and should not be used. Also, the staff proposed that
"best available" be added before "technology." We do not believe that such an expectation is
necessary or realistic and would suggest that the words "state of practice" be added if any words
are added at all.

" Section III.B-staff slide 30: The language in the last bullet is not contained in the policy statement
but is of concern to the industry since some risk assessment tools, utilized by industry and accepted
by NRC, do not in every case quantify uncertainties, e.g., Integrated Safety Analysis required by 10
CFR Part 70.

* Should the risk management regulatory framework be further pursued, we urge that the following
be taken into consideration in developing and applying risk-informed decision-making criteria and
implementing the risk management regulatory framework for regulating Independent Spent Fuel
Storage Installations (ISFSIs) at stand-alone decommissioned reactor sites:
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" That it be applied to stand-alone ISFSI site security regulations, including the current ISFSI
security rulemaking. Dry cask storage systems are robust passive systems that are designed
to withstand the effects of design basis events and "worst case" events while maintaining
the capability to provide adequate shielding and confinement of the radioactive contents and
prevent nuclear criticality. These systems require minimal maintenance or repair, and, as
noted in NUREG 2150, "Both the NRC and Electric Power Research Institute have conducted
PRAs of dry cask storage systems and concluded that the risk associated with them is very
low" (NUREG 2150 page xxvi).

o That it be applied in the current staff evaluations of the extended Spend Nuclear Fuel (SNF)
storage and transportation regulatory paradigm directed by SRM-COMSECY-10-0007 and the
associated staff's Licensing Program Improvement review area that is focused on regulating
ISFSIs at stand-alone decommissioned reactor sites.

o That it be applied to the regulatory assessment of the retrieval of the canisters from the
stand-alone ISFSI storage casks and the subsequent transportation to a storage/disposal
facility by the Department of Energy. Numerous risk assessments have already been
conducted on the safety of transportation of SNF that include findings and conclusions
documenting the extremely low risk, such as NUREG 2125, "Spent Fuel Transportation Risk
Assessment" and other SNF transportation related risk assessment documents.
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